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A must-have for all companies undertakingservice-oriented architecture (SOA) governance    

    As SOA interest and adoption have accelerated rapidly, the challenges of governance have risen to the forefront across the entire industry. Without an SOA governance model, SOA adoption is stilted and hampered by a lack of engagement with key enterprise stakeholders.    

    Service-Oriented Architecture Governance for the Services Driven Enterprise provides a universal governance model design framework that will apply to any enterprise governance challenge—corporate governance, IT governance, enterprise architecture governance, portfolio management, or PMO governance—and helps you establish a process for building your own enterprise SOA governance model.    

    Drawing upon his extensive experience in software and technology services, author and industry expert Eric Marks discusses:    

    

	The SOA governance imperative      
	
        Why apply an SOA governance reference model?      

    
	
        An overview of major enterprise governance processes and their relationship to SOA governance      

    
	
        How to organize your SOA governance toolkit      

    
	
        A universal enterprise SOA governance model design framework      

    
	
        New perspectives on SOA policies and policy enforcement mechanisms      

    
	
        Governance organizational designs, structural models, and governance board best practices      

    
	
        An overview of SOA governance enabling technology and industry standards      

    
	
        Services life-cycle governance approaches and best practices      

    
	
        Creating the right organizational, cultural, and behavioral model      

    
	
        A cutting-edge view of the future of governance, leveraging experiences from open source, the Internet, and more      

    


    Many companies fail to create an integrated vision for how business processes should work across the enterprise. Service-Oriented Architecture Governance for the Services Driven Enterprise is a pragmatic road map for any company seeking to implement SOA to leverage profitability and growth.     

       About the Author
   

ERIC A. MARKS is President and CEO of AgilePath Corporation, a leading vendor-independent Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) management-consulting firm. He is a software and technology veteran with twenty-one years of experience with firms including PricewaterhouseCoopers, Cambridge Technology Partners, Novell, Electronic Data Systems, StreamServe, Ontos, and Square D/Schneider Electric. Mr. Marks is the author of two industry-recognized SOA books including Service-Oriented Architecture: A Planning and Implementation Guide for Business and Technology and Executive's Guide to Web Services. Mr. Marks also wrote Business Darwinism: Evolve or Dissolve, and edited and contributed to Manufacturing Leadership through the Extended Enterprise. Mr. Marks serves on the Advisory Board for Syracuse University's top-ranked School of Information Studies, as well as being an Adjunct Professor. Mr. Marks also serves on the National Board of Advisors for the Kauffman Campus-Community Entrepreneurship Initiative.       
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Hinch Yourself Happy: All The Best Cleaning Tips To Shine Your Sink And Soothe Your SoulMichael Joseph, 2019

	
		THE NUMBER ONE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

		

		Discover how to transform your home and your life with Mrs Hinch

	
		'Doing for household chores what Marie Kondo did for tidying. A step-by-step guide to achieving a spotless and immaculately tidy home' Daily...
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Global IT Outsourcing : Software Development across BordersCambridge University Press, 2003
This book offers key insights into how to manage software development across international boundaries. It is based on a series of case studies looking at the relationships between firms from North America, the UK, Japan and Korea with Indian software houses. In these case studies, which have typically been compiled over a 3-4-year timespan, the...
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WordPress for Web Developers: An Introduction for Web ProfessionalsApress, 2013

	WordPress for Web Developers is a complete guide for web designers and developers who want to begin building and administering sites with WordPress. This book is an update of Beginning WordPress 3, freshened and clarified for web developers who want to make the most of WordPress. You'll start by learning...
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Mathematical PuzzlingDover Publications, 1999
Many of those who read this book will be interested in the puzzles and investigations for their own sake. Everyone will, I trust, find some things that are new - perhaps even refreshing, And I hope that those who teach mathematics win find the collection especially useful. The problems will challenge and stimulate able youngsters in a way which...
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The Sales Success Handbook : 20 Lessons to Open and Close Sales Now (Education Series)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Stop Telling, Start Selling

The classic "features and benefits" sales approach is dead. To sell today, you must add value, provide perspective, and show customers how your product will quickly and consistently solve their specific needs.

First, of course, you must listen to your customers--to...
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12 Essential Skills for Software ArchitectsAddison Wesley, 2011


	As you start reading this book, I hope you are prepared to keep an open

	mind and are willing to try some new approaches to your daily life.





	My name is Dave Hendricksen, and I have the privilege of being a software

	architect for Thomson Reuters, where the focus of my work is on producing

	intelligent legal...
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